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The right to work anywhere in an enlarged Europe, seen as a great benefit 

of EU accession, will almost certainly be restricted for at least two years in 13 of 
the 15 current EU member countries. Most of the new member states are 
considering the introduction of similar restraints applying to the EU-15 countries. 
These restrictions, which hit young people all over Europe especially hard, 
contradict the ideals of European unity.  
   

The delay will harm the European economy by holding up the most 
efficient deployment of European workers at a time when European leaders are 
concerned about Europe’s international competitiveness set out in the Lisbon 
Strategy. Labour mobility, as envisaged by the Single European Act, remains 
unrealised.  Europeans are already much less likely than others to travel to other 
countries of the EU to obtain better employment. Further restrictions will 
aggravate the situation.  European employment policies must be directed at 
making labour mobility easier, not harder.   
  

While the free flow of capital and goods is extremely beneficial to the 
European economy, it is the possibility to move and find work all over Europe, 
which is fundamental for young people, willing to travel and experience Europe 
by working in other countries. 
 
 Impact of formal enlargement on migration should not be underestimated, 
there is however no evidence of uncontrolled mass migration in the future. 
However, the enlargement of 1 May 2004 is unprecedented in dimension as well 
as in discrepancies between the levels of welfare in present and new EU 
Member States. None of the Union’s previous enlargements prompted big 
migrations and according to a large majority of European research centers no 
such danger exists today. Therefore EU-15 and applicants agreed on the 
moderate introduction of transitional periods in order to smoothen the effects of 
enlargement-related challenges for citizens of the present EU. There are 
legitimate concerns about the abuse of social benefits in some countries. Social 
security rules should be tightened in order to reduce opportunities of abuse and 
discourage benefit tourists who cross borders in pursuit of welfare. Most migrants 



however are single young people intent on finding work and gaining international 
experience, not securing benefits.  

 
YEPP deeply regrets decisions taken by some governments, which will 

delay the opportunities for young Europeans to move freely around the enlarged 
European Union in the search for work and professional experience. YEPP as 
representatives of the young European generation believe that promoting 
openness and freedom will make the European Union stronger. A closed and 
over-regulated Europe will be weak. 

 
YEPP appeals to those governments, which still have that option, not to restrict 
the chances of young people to move eastwards or westwards in the search for 
an interesting and rewarding employment. Experience after enlargement should 
be actively reflected and debated in European societies. Justified opportunities of 
lifting restrictions on the right to work anywhere in the European Union should be 
used in present and new EU Member States whenever possible. 
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